
 

The Journey 

 
 “The Bible portrays the origin of Judaism in God’s call to Abraham. Abraham is told to leave his childhood, told to ‘go to the 

land that I will show you’(Gen.12:1). The life he has known is overthrown in that instant. Abraham has been fated to follow 

something grander and deeper. God does not tell Abraham his destination, because the goal cannot make sense to someone 

who has not yet experienced the journey. Arrival is not the essence. The lesson that Abraham will pass on to his descendants is 

that the key to the journey is the journey. The command to Abraham ‘Lech L’chah’ (Go forth) is, literally ‘Go you’. The Hebrew 

can also be read as ‘Go to you’, that is, journey inside yourself       Why Be Jewish? Rabbi David Wolpe  

  

Shana Tova,   

170 + Years ago responding to “There’s Gold in them their’ Hills”, Jewish entrepreneurs from around the world heard it as                     
a call to opportunity. The possibility of adding to the meager portions that had befallen those with little to lose, or the                      
belief this was the way one could profoundly enhance their existing fortunes having been endowed by a privileged birth.                   
Never the less, each had answered to a powerful voice, a call from within ….to heed the path of the unknown. The seeker                       
has no clear view, no real understanding of where to go… nor what it will take to get there… only that something                      
awaits. 

How often has this happened to each of us throughout our lives…. driven by self or another to go somewhere dreamed of                      
or after something hoped for. Yet as we traveled to get there and after arrival as the path became more arduous, we                      
questioned the way, not sure if we would stay. As we contemplated … what next … that voice from deep down                     
whispered…. the gig was up, and …. like Abraham, you had been fated to follow something …grander and                  
deeper……something beyond that first tug that took you to where you were now. 

30 years ago, I came to this area of Northern California for one reason, a reason that did not bring the hoped-for results,                       
and, one that had been suspect. I pursued the difficult Journey for I had strongly believed that there was something                    
entirely different that had brought and would keep me here ……. something unknown that would make me want to stay. 

The power of that belief, that “knowing’ was /is real…. For, it showed me why I was here in Nevada City, Grass Valley….                       
in Nevada County, a place where it would be least likely that one would discover, or” Come to” the greatest                    
understanding of what Jewish is; what Jewish means, a place where I would make the strongest commitment to Live my                    
Life as Jewish today. Yes, one is continually drawn to grander and deeper.  

It seems counterintuitive that as a child born of a Jewish Mother in New York, a City known for its past and current                       
history of hundreds of thousands of Jews living within its border… that I would have learned about my heritage. Yet here                     
I was after 38 years, two Catholic Schools and two Catholic Colleges behind me, with Noah, my 11-year-old Son as we                     
discovered what has been lost to many, if not most…... for a lifetime…. that place, that community, that House of                    
belonging”.  

Here in a small rural community with limited diversity is a place, a people who Welcomed me in, who accepted my limited                      
understanding of who I was and where I came from... individuals and families who manifested and expressed warmth,                  
genuine kindness and a desire for coming together to share the best of what it is to be Jewish… to experience the joys                       
and sorrows, share the history, the cultural traditions, to observe and celebrate Holy Days, Life Cycle events; to break                   
bread, eat the foods of our peoples from around the world…. Together; to sing, to dance… to laugh, to cry, to kvetch and                       
make amends... to learn, to pray… to worship, to honor, to study and play Together… in a Home of Our Own. If this is                        
what you are looking for... We are indeed…. the place… the house, home of Belonging to be found…to be one in                     
Community. 

B’ahava and Shalom, Iola Eliana Gold 
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